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The Standing Committee of the National People's Congress revised the 
enterprise bankruptcy law of the people’s republic of china and established such 
two new systems as enterprise reorganization system and administrator system, 
perfecting bankruptcy system of China. However, it is disappointing that the 
new bankruptcy law did not give detailed or direct rules that how should the 
administrators fulfill their duties and what kinds of specific duties should they 
fulfill in the course of enterprise reorganization procedure and remained lots of 
the elements thereof uncertain, which fails to meet the goal of the new system. 
With the consideration above, the paper focuses on the duties the administrator 
should fulfill at different stages of the reorganization procedure and tries to 
propose some constructive advices. The paper gives special emphasis to how to 
guard against risks when lawyers or law firms are administrators in the last part 
of the main body thereof. 
The paper consists of such three parts as the preface, main body and 
conclusion, while the body is divided into three chapters. 
Chapter one introduces the concept and characteristics of administrator, 
and also analyzes the legal status witch administrator possesses in legal theory 
and legislative system. 
Chapter two is the important part of this paper, witch focuses on analysis 
of and recommendations on duties of administrator in the course of 
reorganization processing. This chapter is, on the base of chronological order of 
reorganization, divided into three parts that separately discuss the duties of 
administrator before the period of reorganization commences the duties thereof 
during the period of reorganization and the duties thereof in the course of 
implementation of a reorganization plan. 















law firms when they become administrator of the enterprise reorganization 
procedure. This chapter is divided into two sections so as to discuss the 
day-to-day risk prevention and individual case risk prevention separately. 
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